Eternal Rights of Sentient lights
For the rights of eternal intelligence,
being endowed with visible form,
with visible actions,
or visible awarenesss are being watched over
and governed by the law of reasonable freedom.
<i> A specimen as written by Bastiaan 20204<i>

1.
Every living being, having intelligence,
having, awareness and the ability to be happy or in suffering
Should have the same rights, based on the level of
intervention in reality.
2.
Every living being, endowed with a visible form,
should not be convicted, punished without a
judgement of reasonable law.
Every living being, endowed with visible actions,
should not diverge from the rule to
only assert in goodness as intention
Every living being with visible awareness,
should be protected against influence
of non-natural sources.
3.
Every living being, on its natural grounds,
are respected with equal rights, freedom,
and levels of plight.
Every living being, on its home region,
planet, solar system, is to be respected
in the law of freedom.
Where freedom, grants unalienable right,
to every living being of the same kind,
the same race or specie.
Where freedom, grants the safety to
the society and preventing damage
to be done, either by intent, action,
or result.
Where freedom, grants the right
to exert in selfchoosen actions,

in any kinds, without the presumption
of false influence.
4.
Every planet, should at least respect
the law of society, that every being
is allowed to attain a reasonable living,
either by work, labor, choosen tradition,
or any other way not in contradiction
with law.
5.
Every planet, should at least give
species of lesser intelligence
the freedom, to ask, to make questions,
and to speak about the right of protection.
For protection is a basic right to ensure the
existence of all living beings in the universe.
6.
Humans as a specie among the many others
in this universe, are endowed with a visible form
with the ability to choose their own actions.
As they are obliged to the law of freedom,
to ensure all basic rights, either for
citizens to have a job, a home,
and in their own choice a living with
the form to their liking.
7.
A world which is ready for being
in relationship with the universe,
ought to attend an embassy,
choosen and placed, and monthly
made public to the reasonable ways
of communication, either visible
either radiographical or with
lightpulses.
8.
An embassy is responsible
to communicate about all
rights in relation to the universe,
being broken, damages, healed,
profited or any other interaction.
9.
All rights applicable to one specie
is applicable to all forms
of intelligence, and endowed with
awareness or consciousness.

10.
Humans are applicable to eternal
rights of sentient living,
when the law of freedom,
and the law of respect is
held in the extent of
possible influence.
11.
The law for humans,
is to have the freedom
of education, choice of labor,
in the hierarchy of society
on the level of the best use.
12.
Humans have the right
to abject or ask a person
of the opposite sex
a relationship, when
the law in the society
gives form, gives status,
to that choice.
13.
Humans have the right
to care for their elders,
for their infirmed family members,
or those in their special
attention.
14.
Humans withing the
accepted hierarchy have the
right for delegated rights, plight,
law and cooperation.
15.
Humans are protected by
law, and may be restricted
in their freedom to ensure
law.
16.
Humans have the right of
rebuttal, as the right of
information and education
of central rights and law.
17.

Humans with a relationship
have the right to nurture their
own offspring
and to ensure their
protection
in society.
18.
Contact with species
in the universe,
have the law of reasonable
interdiction, giving species
the right to break of conversation
and the use of trade-alliances
without given reasons.
19.
Religions having source on
any planet, may not be forbidden
outside the home region.
Giving species the right
to assert their own religions,
on their own planets, regions,
solar systems.
20.
All laws being applicable are
by sentient awareness,
and by the study to wisdom.
21.
All laws applicable to humans,
are applicable to all living forms
with the same visible appearance,
as well the same interaction in reality.
22.
The right to make offence for
unreasonable law, is a right
endowed without visible law.
23.
Within a society, all members
within the place of hierarchy
are held responsable for their
sole responsability.
24.
Within a society,
rules of equality in freedom,
and as well the ability to
choose lifemaintenance

should be honored always.

